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longed lack of recognition was the perception in the
financial press that gambling on mergers and acquisitions requires the skill and acumen of a Wall Street
"insider" (see, for example, Much [12] and Laws
[10]). As Ivan Boesky, one of its leading proponents,
flatly stated, "the practice of risk arbitrage . .. is a
craft that borders on an art" [1, p. 15]. Ironically, it is
Boesky himself who is credited with bringing the technique into the open by forming one of the first risk
arbitrage limited partnerships in 1975. Since then,
competition in the market has steadily increased to the
point where there are now a multitude of investment
pools and mutual funds specializing in merger and
acquisition arbitrage,offering smaller investors access
to the field. The extent of this outside participation is
such that by the middle of 1981 it was estimated that as
much as $1.5 billion had been invested by nonprofessionals, with the professional arbitragecommunity investing a like amount.
Coincident with the rise in outside investor influence has been an increase in the amount of information
that becomes available about a proposed merger. Most
notably, Rosenberg [13] has observed that investment
bankerswill often consult with an arbitrageprofession-

I. Introduction
Risk arbitrage, in its most common usage, refers to
the purchase of the securities of a firm targeted for
acquisition. By purchasing shares immediately after a
definite cash tender or exchange offer is established,
an investor is able to lock in the fixed spread that
typically exists between the offer price and the postannouncement market price for the target firm. Of
course, this price differential will only be guaranteedif
the merger ultimately occurs. Thus, the primary function of the risk arbitrageuris to determine the likelihood that a proposed takeover will succeed, thereby
substituting event risk for market risk in the process.
Until recently, risk arbitragehas been a game played
almost exclusively by the institutional specialist.
Welles [17] noted that although the strategy has been
employed since the 1930s it was not until the merger
wave of the last decade that the "shroud of mystery"
surroundingtakeover arbitrage was lifted for the general public. Perhaps the biggest reason for this proThe authorswould like to thank John Howe, Scott Lummer, Robert
Taggartand two anonymousrefereesfor theirhelpful suggestionson an
earlierdraft of this paper.
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al while the deal is still being structured.Thus, an
assessmentof the market'spredispositiontowardthe
mergercan be embeddedin the exchange or tender
offer before any public announcementis made. This
notionis fully consistentwith the findingof Ruback
[14], who reportedthatsuccessfuloffer pricesare indeedcompetitivelyset. Further,once the termsof the
deal are announced,the arbitrageurs,many of whom
representlarge investmentinterests, must compete
withone anotherin the open marketto securethe best
price spreadpossible. One result of this competition
for informationis that risk arbitrageis no longer a
strategyyieldingabnormallyhighreturns,as indicated
by Govoni[5]. Equallyimportant,with an increasein
thenumberof informed"outside"participants,theprevailing prices of the firms involved will reflect the
consensusview of whetheror not the deal will eventually be consummated.Of course, this is exactly the
samereasoningusedto suggestthatthe stockmarketin
generalsets pricesso as to efficientlyreflectall available information.
Thepurposeof thisarticleis to arguethat,whilerisk
arbitragemay remainan arcaneart on the individual
level, competitionamong investorsis such that the
marketsfor mergingcompaniesarequiteefficient.As
a result,it is shownthatan ongoingpredictionas to the
eventualsuccessof the mergercanbe inferredfromthe
period.This propricesset in the post-announcement
cess, whichis basedon the investmentstrategiesof the
arbitrageur,complementsthe work of Lewellen and
Ferri[11] who firstconsideredthe estimationof merger probabilitiesfor acquisitionsinvolving share exchangeoffers only. To demonstratethe technique,a
sampleof announcedtakeoverattemptsutilizingboth
cash tenderoffers and stock swaps is gathered,and
empiricalpredictionsof a successfulmergerare then
generated.The majorfindingindicatesthatthe market
is able to discriminate,in a statisticallymeaningful
way, betweenmergersthatwill eventuallyfail or succeed as faras threemonthsin advanceof therespective
events. This evidenceis interpretedas consistentwith
the notion that the prices in the post-announcement
stage of a corporatetakeoverattemptare set in an
efficient and competitivemanner.

ble on the terms of the merger,arbitrageurs
provide
liquidityto those stockholdersin the targetfirm who
aresatisfiedtakingthe smaller,butcertain,profitthat
of the deal. In essence,
resultsfromthe announcement
is one in whichless
the
market
takeover
then,
arbitrage
transfer
investors
can
any undesiredmergspeculative
risk
a
risk
to
er-specific
professional.This is a point
that is missed by Hetherington[6], who apparently
assumedthatany investorselling sharesof an acquisition candidatepriorto the completionof a takeover
was incapableof assessingthe proposalefficiently.
Thebasicmechanicsof theriskarbitrageinvestment
arefairlysimple. Supposethata firmtargetedfor acquisitionreceivesanofferequivalentto $30 foreachof
its outstandingshares.For simplicity,supposefurther
thatpriorto the announcementof the deal the stockof
boththetargetandacquiringfirmssoldfor $20 a share.
Afterthe mergerplans are publiclyrevealed,assume
thattheinvestorsreactto theannouncement
by bidding
the priceof the targetfirm's stock up to $28. At this
mustjudge whetherthe deal aptime, the arbitrageur
pearssufficientlylikely to go throughthatpurchasing
the targetfirm's stock in orderto capturethe $2 price
spreadis justified.If it does appearso, the exactstrategy employeddependsuponthe natureof the acquiring
company'soffer. Witha cashtenderoffer, the arbitrageurhasonly to purchasethe stockof the targetfirmin
orderto lock in the pricedifferential.Whensharesare
valueof
exchanged,however,the post-announcement
the exchangeoffer will vary with the price of the acquiringfirm'sstock.Thus,in orderto lock in a particular spread,the stockof the acquiringfirmwill haveto
be sold shortin appropriate
quantitiesat the sametime
thatthe targetfirm's stockis purchased.In the present
example,as $28 is spentfor a shareof the targetfirm,
one and a half sharesof the suitorcompanywill be
shortedat the assumedprice of $20. If the mergeris
then consummated,the investorcan cover the short
sale with the exchangedvalue of the targetshare.
The risk involved with such speculation is, of
course,thatthe attemptedmergermay neverbe completed.If the dealproposedheretoforedoes indeedfall
through,it is likely thatthe targetstock will returnto
its pre-announcement
level and$8 couldbe lost. Con-

II. The Mechanics of Risk Arbitrage

'The price to which the target firm's stock will fall in the event of an
unsuccessfultakeoverattemptis a matterof considerableuncertainty.If
the pre-announcementprice of $20 already incorporateda degree of
anticipationabout the merger proposal, then the subsequent decline
could be even more severe. However, if the takeover attempt, albeit
flawed, has revealednew andpositive informationaboutthe targetfirm,
$20 may be the lower end of the post-failureprice range. This issue will
be considered in more detail in the empirical analysis that follows.

The risk arbitrageuris a speculator.However, unlike a currencyspeculatorconcernedwithoveralleconomic trends, the investorin an attemptedtakeover
caresonly aboutthe factorsaffectingthe outcomeof
the proposeddeal. Throughtheirwillingnessto gam-
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sequently, the time and money spent researching the
takeover on the front end is most important. However,
while considerable resources may be expended, the
evaluation process is hardly a scientific endeavor. As
Boesky [1] noted, assessment of the probability of a
successful merger is essentially subjective, depending
not only on whether the deal makes economic sense
but also on the personalities involved in the negotiations. Once the arbitrageurmakes this prediction, the
decision to invest rests on two remaining questions.
First, is the existing differential between market and
offer prices sufficient compensation for the perceived
risk? Second, will the merger occur soon enough for
the available price spread to translate into an adequate
returnon the investment? To answer the first question,
notice that if $20 is thought to be a reasonable estimate
of the post-failure price of the target firm, then the
arbitrageuris risking eight dollars to earn two. Thus,
for the investment to make sense, it must be thought
that the merger has at least a four-out-of-five chance of
succeeding. On average, then, 80% can be viewed as
the "breakeven" probability inferred from the price
spread. The obvious implication here is that since individual investors are helping to set the same post-announcement prices on which they base their decisions,
those prices must reflect the aggregate opinion of
whether and when the merger will ultimately take
place. This will be true even though the requiredrate of
return is difficult to assess precisely since the risk in
acquisition arbitrage is almost wholly unsystematic.
The significance of the preceding discussion is that
as a result of the competition among arbitrageursit is
possible to infer an aggregate opinion about the likelihood that a merger will occur from observable market
prices. Thus, it should be of considerable interest to
see how accurate these forecasts are. In particular,is it
possible for the market to consistently discriminate
between proposed takeovers that will ultimately succeed and those that will fail well in advance of the
actual event? It is to just this topic that the empirical
experiment of the following sections is addressed.

III. The Prediction of Successful
Corporate Takeovers
The purpose of this section is to use the information
implicit in the arbitrageur's decision-making process
to estimate the likelihood that a cash tender or exchange offer will eventually be accepted. Before this is
accomplished, three things should be mentioned.
First, as noted by Jensen and Ruback [8], most of the
literature concerning itself with corporate takeovers
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has concentrated on the reaction of the stock market
either around the time of the initial announcement or
after the resolution of the deal. Thus, while these studies do offer excellent insights into the ex post returns
realized by both the acquiring and target firms, they
fail to give an adequate ex ante indication of the probability that a merger will be completed. This knowledge would seem to be particularly important given
that Dodd and Ruback [4], as well as Bradley, Desai,
and Kim [3], have shown that the shareholders of the
target firm tend to earn positive (zero) abnormal returns if the merger succeeds (fails). Second, while
Hoffmeister and Dyl [7] and Walkling [16] have adapted sophisticated statistical techniques for the purpose
of predicting tender offer success, both models are
designed to use only information available to a potential bidding firm before a formal proposal is made.
Thus, neither of these methodologies provides an explicit means of evaluating the progress of an offer in
the post-announcement period. Finally, the procedure
developed hereafter exploits the market's ability to set
prices for the target company in an efficient manner. In
this sense, our methodology is in keeping with Lewellen and Ferri's [ 11] argumentthat the securities market
should be considered the ultimate authority on the desirability of any corporate decision. However, while
Lewellen and Ferri focused on measuring the synergistic benefits of two firms merging via an exchange of
shares, the probability measure suggested hereafter allows for a greatervariety of offers while concentrating
on the price fluctuations of the target firm. In the case
of cash tender offers, this segmentation is possible
because the risk arbitrage investment occurs on only
one side of the merger transaction.
Returning to the earlier example, consider the period t decision of the arbitrageurwho can acquire at the
prevailing market price P,t a share in a firm for which
there is an outstanding tender offer at the price PTt.2
This purchase will therefore yield a return of [(PTtPmt) Pmt]if the merger is completed. However, since
an announced tender offer is not necessarily an accepted one, there is also the chance that the merger will
ultimately fall through. Assuming that the price to
which the target's stock falls in the event of an unsuccessful merger can be written PF, the arbitrageuralso
faces the possibility of realizing a potentially negative
2Theperiodt subscripton the offer pricereflectsthe fact thatacquisition
proposalsinvolving stock swaps, while maintaininga fixed exchange
ratio,can change drasticallyin dollaramountover time. In this context,
the term "tenderoffer" is used to connote any definite form of merger
proposal.
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returnof [(PF - P)

Pmt]. While this latter expres-

sion cannotbe set in advance(since PFis not known
with certaintyat time t), the use of any of severalpreannouncementprices as a proxy can still give the investoran indicationof the overallrisk-return
tradeoff.
Onceestablished,theseparameterscanthenbe usedto
setthe market'spredictionof the likelihood(or, as will
be discussed,thedesirability)of themerger,whichcan
in turnbe comparedwiththe arbitrageur's
own subjective assessment.
To formalize this process, compute the period t
merger probability (i.e., xt) such that the expected risk

arbitragepayoff is zero.
E(t)

= Xt(PTt - Pmt) Pmt]+ (1 - x)[(PF - Pmt) Pmt]
= x[(Tt/Pmt) - 1] + (1 - xt)[(PF/Pmt) - 1]

Thus:
1 -

(PF/Pmt)

(PTt/Pmt)

-

,(1)

(PF/Pmt)

where (PTt/Pmt)
and (PF/Pmt) are defined as the tender
andfailurepremiums,respectively.To see moreclearly the intuitionbehind this probabilitymeasure,rewrite Equation(1) in the following form:
X

=

(Pmt

-

PF)

+

(PTt-

(2)

PF)

FromEquation(2) it is straightforward
to see thatthe
marketas a whole sets the likelihoodthatthe takeover
will be successfulas the percentageof the incremental
tenderoffer thathas alreadybeen assimilatedinto the
marketprice as of periodt.3 To ensurethatthis measurecanbe strictlyinterpretedas a probability,rewrite
Equation(2) so thatit is restrictedto remainwithinthe
[0,1] interval:
xt = Min{[Max{(Pmt-

PF),

} + (PTt- PF)]

1}

(6xt/6PF) < 0 whenever Pm < PTt, which is typically

the case. Therefore,one consequenceof such a bias
mightbe an overpredictionof mergerfailure.This is
an empiricalquestionand one thatwill be considered
in subsequentsections.5

IV. Data and Methodology

=0.

Xt

absenceof competingbids the marketdecides that a
mergeris certainwhen the period t marketprice is
equal to or greaterthan the prevailingtenderoffer.
Conversely,the takeoverwill be labeleda certainfailurewheneverthe marketallowsthe stockto fall below
the estimated"failure"price.4One potentialproblem
thatarisesfromthis latterdefinitionis thatif the market has anticipatedthe public announcementof the
merger,it is possible that using a pre-announcement
price as a proxy for PFwill bias x, downwardsince

(3)

By way of interpretingEquation(3), noticethatin the
3Noticethatthe probabilitymeasureis calculatedby takinga percentage
of the difference between the failure and tender prices, rather than
simply inverting the tender premium (i.e., Pmt/PTt). To see why it is
necessaryto also accountfor the failureprice, considertwo targetfirms
each receiving tenderoffers for $10 more than their initial shareprices
of $20 and $60. Assuming that the marketsubsequentlyreacts to these
announcementsby bidding the respective prices to $28 and $68, Equation (2) would correctlypredictthateach proposedmergerhas the same
(0.8) chance of success. However, if the reciprocals of the tender
premiums are used, the predictions would be (28/30) = 0.93 and
(68/70) = 0.97, respectively.

In orderto test the market'sability to predictthe
eventualoutcomeof an announcedtakeoverattempt,a
sampleconsistingof both successfulandfailed mergers was collected from the 1980-1984 period. With
several hundred acquisition proposals per year to
choosefrom, it was possibleto refinethe database by
imposing the following a priori constraints: (i) the

proposedtransactionmust involve eithera mergeror
anacquisition,i.e., divestituresor otherformsof reorganizationwere excluded;(ii) the announcementand
completionor terminationdate of the deal, as well as
thetermsof the offer, mustbe publiclyavailableinformation;and(iii) the stockof bothfirmsinvolvedmust
be exchangelisted. As an additionalmeansof establishing the predictivepower of Equation(3), all the
mergerproposalsselectedwereclassifiedaccordingto
whetheror not the target firms were involved in a
competitivebidding process. These distinctionsleft
three separatesubsamples:completedmergers,noncompeting;failed attempts,non-competing;andcompletedmergerswhereat least one othercompetingbid
failed.
Two primarysourcesof informationwere used in
4Fromthe perspectiveof a shareholderof the targetfirm, an outstanding
tenderoffer can be judged successful if it is accepted or, if it fails, it
conveys enough new informationaboutthe companyto lead to a subsequent offer. See Jensen and Ruback [8, pp. 14-16] for more on this
point.
5Itshouldbe noted thata similarpredictionmethodhas been developed
independentlyby Samuelsonand Rosenthal[15]. However, the empirical applicationoffered in [15] differs from that presentedsubsequently
in threeprimaryways: (i) the sample period runs from 1976-1981, (ii)
no non-cash exchange offers are considered, and (iii) all competitive
tenderoffers are excluded from the sample. Nevertheless, the resultsof
the two studies seem to be robust with respect to these differences.
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Exhibit 1. Average Probabilities of Completed (Non-Competing and Competing) and Failed Merger Proposals, PF
= Four Weeks Prior to Announcement
Weeks Prior to Resolution

Completed (Non-Competing):
Average
Std. Deviation
Sample Size
t-statistic
Completed (Competing):
Average

Std. Deviation
Sample Size
t-statistic
Failed:
Average
Std. Deviation
Sample Size
t-statistic

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.984
0.023
36
257.7

0.964
0.044
36
131.5

0.951
0.050
36
114.1

0.932
0.047
36
119.0

0.913
0.066
36
83.0

0.882
0.111
36
47.7

0.849
0.105
36
48.5

0.842
0.106
36
47.7

0.934

0.946

0.923

0.884

0.867

0.864

0.880

0.925

0.098
18
40.4

0.070
17
55.7

0.099
17
38.4

0.222
17
16.4

0.238
17
15.0

0.246
16
14.0

0.227
15
15.0

0.081
13
41.2

0.209
0.284
35

0.413
0.303
34

0.421
0.323
33

0.454
0.311
29

0.489
0.310
26

0.435
0.282
23

0.436
0.265
20

0.420
0.244
20

4.35

7.95

7.49

7.86

8.04

7.40

7.36

7.70

All average probabilitiesare significant at the 0.05 level.

the selection process. For the non-competitive proposals, both the "Roster"and "Out the Window" sections
in various issues of Mergers and Acquisitions were
used to locate a total of 71 representative takeover
attempts. Announcement dates as well as the initial
and, if applicable, revised offer terms were gathered
from The Wall Street Journal. Of these merger candidates, 36 were successful and 35 ultimately failed.
Further,approximately half of the proposed non-competing deals were purely for cash while the other half
involved stock swaps or combinations of stock and
cash. The competitive subsample, on the other hand,
was comprised solely of acquisition attempts relying
on cash tender offers by all the bidding firms. Using
the Tender Offer Statistics data base provided by
Douglas Austin & Associates, a set of 18 target firms
satisfying the preceding requirements was isolated.
This data base, which collects information directly
from tender offer forms (14D-1) filed with the SEC,
provided all the necessary announcement and offer
terms for the competing tender offers. Interestingly,
the 18 target firms selected represent the full set of
companies receiving multiple registered bids during
the sample period. While this would seem to be a
surprisingly small number of cases, two points should
be kept in mind. First, as noted by Knoeber [9], tender
offers accounted for only about 5-10% of all merger
announcementsduring these years. Second, since only
formally registered bids were considered, all rumorsor
speculations about proposed takeovers were ignored.6
The probability measure given by Equation (3) re-

quires three pieces of information:the prevailing market price of the target firm, the offer price, and the
price to which the target firm's stock will fall if the deal
is cancelled. All but the latter are directly observable
and so an estimate must be used for the value of PF.For
purposes of this investigation, four different proxies
were selected. These are the actual marketprices of the
target firm one, two, three, and four weeks prior to the
initial announcement of the attemptedtakeover. Thus,
for each of the merger proposals in the sample, four
separate sets of probabilities were calculated.
As discussed earlier, the risk arbitrageprocess takes
place in the period between the announcement and
resolution of the takeover attempt. Using these two
dates as endpoints, weekly price information was obtained from The Wall Street Journal and probabilities
were computed over the entire investment interval. In
other words, starting with the day on which the proposed deal was either completed or terminated, a prediction was made according to Equation (3) for each
priorweek all the way back to the announcementdate.7
6It also shouldbe mentionedthatnone of the mergerproposalssampled

involved "two-tiered"bids, wherein the bidding firm makes its initial
offer for only a portionof the targetcompany's shares. To evaluatethis
kindof deal, the risk arbitrageurmust estimatea "blended"tenderoffer
as the weightedaverageof all prices received by the shareholdersof the
targetfirm. For more on both the practicaland technicalaspects of this
process, see Boesky [1] and Bradley [2].
7For notational convenience in the work that follows, a "week" is
definedto be a unit consisting of any numberup to five business days.
For instance, a proposed merger announcedon Tuesday, May 1 and
terminatedon Friday, May 25 would be considered four weeks long.
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maximum number of observations as of the last day in
the investment interval. It will be the difference between these weekly averages that indicates the stock
market's ability to accurately anticipate the outcome of
a proposed takeover.

Exhibit 1. (Continued)
Weeks Prior to Resolution
8

9

10

11

12

0.830

0.798

0.785

0.767

0.743

0.121
36
41.1

0.190
35
24.8

0.172
32
25.8

0.171
30
24.6

0.158
28
24.9

0.914
0.095
11
31.9

0.846
0.273
7
8.20

0.774
0.360
6
5.27

0.750
0.377
6
4.87

0.705
0.295
4
4.78

0.438
0.235
18
7.91

0.423
0.290
17
6.01

0.375
0.274
13
4.93

0.391
0.256
11
5.07

0.442
0.265
10
5.27

V. Empirical Results
As a starting point, the prediction measure of Equation (3) was calculated on a weekly basis for all 89
proposed deals using the price of the target firm four
weeks prior to the announcement date as a proxy for
the "failure" price, PF. The probabilities for a given
week relative to the resolution date were then averaged
over both of the subsamples. These cross-sectional
averages, along with the associated standard deviations, are reported for the three months preceding the
completion or failure of the merger in Exhibit 1. The
results are presented in a graphical form in Exhibit 2.8
The first fact to emerge from an examination of
Exhibit 1 is that for every subsample all the weekly
average probabilities are significantly different from
zero. If nothing else, this serves as an indication that
the prediction technique used produces results of con-

Since this period of time lasted anywhere from three to
forty-six weeks, some method of standardizing the
results was necessary. Given the stated purpose of the
empirical analysis, the probability estimates were
averaged on a weekly basis for all three subsamples.
Each set of average probabilities was initially calculated from the point at which the uncertainty was finally
resolved (i.e., the ultimate failure or completion date).
Consequently, each partitionof the sample contains its

8As mentioned, all of the empiricaltests summarizedbelow were conductedwith four differentproxies for PF. However, given that identical
inferenceswere generatedby each of the various"failure"prices, only a
representativeset of results will be listed.

Exhibit 2. Average Probabilities of Completed (Non-Competing and Competing) and Failed Merger Proposals, PF
= Four Weeks Prior to Announcement

~1.

VCompleted-C

0

0.9 -_
0.8 Completed- NC
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Exhibit 3. Difference in Average Probabilities between (i) Completed (Non-Competing) vs. Failed and (ii)
Completed (Competing) vs. Failed Merger Proposals, PF = Four Weeks Prior to Announcement
Weeks Prior to Resolution

Completed-NC vs. Failed:
Avg. Difference (Dt)

Pooled Std. Dev. (spt)
t-statistic
Completed-Cvs. Failed:
Avg. Difference (D,)
Pooled Std. Dev. (Spt)
t-statistic

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.775

0.551

0.530

0.478

0.424

0.447

0.413

0.422

0.200
16.3

0.213
10.8

0.226
9.73

0.210
9.11

0.206
7.98

0.196
8.56

0.178
8.30

0.168
9.01

0.725
0.239

0.553
0.252

0.502
0.270

0.430
0.282

0.378
0.284

0.429
0.268

0.444
0.250

0.460
0.237

7.13

6.23

4.99

4.27

4.92

5.21

5.68

10.5

All differences in average probabilitiesare significant at the 0.05 level (except where denoted by an asterisk).

sistent quality. Beyond this point, however, the probabilities generated by the failed and completed merger
cases are apparently quite different. For instance, notice that over the 12-week period leading up to the
completion of either a competitive (C) or a non-competitive (NC) merger, the market never forecasts less
than a 70% chance that the proposed target will be
acquired. This is particularlyimpressive in the case of
the competitive takeovers since the market was able to
correctly evaluate the target firm's acquisition, despite
the fact that at least one of the competing bids failed.
Conversely, at no time during the reported sample
period does the average probability for the failed merger candidates ever exceed 0.5. From the outset, then,
investors in the arbitragemarket set prices that indicate
that it is far more likely that these takeover attempts
will eventually be terminated. This fact is notable
since, for the 35 failed mergers studied, the average
length of time between the announcement and resolution dates was only 9.20 weeks. Therefore, from the
inception of the typical failed takeover, the market
provided ample indication of the tenuous nature of the
deal. On the other hand, the mean length of time it took
to complete the 36 non-competitive and 18 competitive
successful mergers was 17.31 and 9.83 weeks, respectively. Thus, as with the failed subsample, the average
length of time that it takes to acquire a target firm with
multiple bidders is shorter than the three months of
data reported. Further, although not shown on the displays, even 18 weeks prior to resolution the average
probabilityof the 13 non-competing mergers that took
this long to complete is 0.671 with a standarddeviation
of 0.142. The t-statistic of 17.04 implied by these
figures is also significant at the 5% level. These findings might therefore be interpretedas an initial demonstrationof the market's ability to discriminate between
the various types of acquisition proposals.

Another difference in the weekly mean probabilities
is the manner in which the market revises its predictions as the resolution date draws closer. As seen most
clearly from Exhibit 2, the average probability for the
successful merger subsamples steadily increases up to
the time of completion. Conversely, while it was noted
heretofore that the unsuccessful merger attempts are
never considered to be very promising, there appears
to be no substantial downward reassessment as the
failure date approaches. To formalize this, consider
regressing the average probability for the completed
(CMPRB-NC and CMPRB-C) and failed (FLPRB)
takeovers against the number of weeks to resolution
(WTR). The results of these equations, with the tstatistics listed parenthetically, are as follows:
- - 0.0203
(CMPRB-NC)t= 0.9867
(WTR)t;R2=0.99
(284.4) (-41.5)
(CMPRB-C)t= 0.9584 - 0.0160 (WTR)t;R2=0.68 t=0,1 ...,12
(-4.80)
(40.7)
(FLPRB)t = 0.3818 + 0.0049 (WTR)t;R2=0.08
(10.9)
(0.99)

As the disparitybetween the coefficients of determination ratherclearly reveals, only the predictions for the
completed mergers are revised with any consistency.
By directly comparing the t-statistics for the respective
parameterestimates on the independent variable it is
seen that only the failing acquisitions yield an insignificant temporal relationship. Consequently, it can be
argued that the two completed subsamples are also
differentiatedfrom the failed grouping according to the
process by which the weekly probabilities are
generated.
A closer inspection of Exhibit 1 reveals that even
after the termination of a takeover attempt (i.e., week
zero) the market prediction of success is still about
20%. Further, the week zero standarddeviations indi-
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Exhibit 3. (Continued)

Here,NFtandNctrepresentthe week t numberof failed
andcompletedtakeovers,respectively.The resultsof
comparingeach of the successfulmergersubsamples
with the unsuccessfulmergergroupare in Exhibit3.
To be conservative,specify the degreesof freedom
for a particularvalue of Dt to be the minimumof

Weeks Prior to Resolution
8

9

0.392
0.167
8.13

0.375
0.227
5.59

0.410
0.206
6.06

0.376
0.196
5.43

0.301
0.190
4.29

0.487
0.187
7.14

0.491
0.235
5.40

0.471
0.274
3.67

0.383
0.295
2.57

0.308
0.310
1.93*

10

11

12

{NFt- 1, Nt- 1}. Also, the significance tests will be

cate that the markethas more trouble coming to a
definitiveconclusionaboutthe failed mergersubsample. Bothof theseresultsarecausedby the factthatthe
actualpost-failurepricefor the targetfirmis aboveits
estimatedlevel. The most plausibleexplanationfor
this occurrenceis that, althougha particularmerger
mayfall through,the marketrecognizesthatthe target
firm is still an attractiveacquisition,even if no other
offer is currentlyavailable.In the presentsamplethis
is exemplifiedby FlagshipBanks,whichwas successfullymergedwith SunBanksin 1983afteran effortby
Royal Trustcotwo years prior had failed. If this is
indeedthe case, the probabilitymeasuresummarized
by Equation(3) must be consideredto be not only a
predictionabouta currenttakeoverattemptbutalso an
expressionof the perceivedlikelihoodthat the target
firm will be involved in a futuredeal. In theory,this
interpretation
clearlymakes it more difficultto separate failed from completed mergers, particularlyin
situationsinvolvingcompetingtenderoffers. Froma
practicalstandpoint,however,it merelyraisesan empirical issue which requiresan alterationin the test
methodology. Specifically, a modificationwill be
madeso as to directlytest the abilityof the prediction
measureto differentiatethe two completedgroupings
fromthe failed subsample.This can be accomplished
by definingDtas the week t differencein the valuesof
the averageprobabilitiesfor one of the completedand
the failedmergersamples.A t-statisticfor the significance of this measureis given by the ratio:
T = Dt

{pt

* \/[(l/NFt) + (l/N,)]},

(4)

where sp,representsthe pooled, cross-sectionalstandarddeviationfor the respectivesubgroups,i.e.:
Spt = {[(SFt2

NFt)

[(sc,2 Nc,)

-

+ Nt)] +
+
(NFt
N,)]}.
(NFt

(5)

conductedagainsta two-sidedalternativeeven though
a one-sided alternativewould be appropriatesince
thereis no a priorireasonto believethatD, will everbe
negative.Thet-statisticsfor eachof twelveweekspreceding the resolutionof the attemptedtakeoverare
displayedby comparisongrouping.Finally, it should
again be noted that all of the tests describedin this
section were replicatedusing three otherproxies for
PF.In every case, inferenceswere identicalto those
reportedsubsequentlyand thereforewere omitted.
Perhapsthe moststrikingresultfoundin Exhibit3 is
theremarkable
similarityin the probabilitiesgenerated
by bothcompetingandnon-competingacquisitionattempts.Witha single exception,the averageprobabilities for each of the completedsamplepartitionsare
significantlydifferentfromthose of the failed merger
proposalsas far as three months in advanceof the
respective events. This is particularlynoteworthy
when it is recalledthatthe averagelengthof both an
unsuccessfulacquisitionanda competitivetenderoffer
is less thanten weeks. Since this findingis consistent
over a wide rangeof estimatedvalues it mustbe concludedthat prices set in the risk arbitragestage of a
mergercan significantlydiscriminatebetweeneventual outcomes.Thus, thereis strongevidenceto suggest
thattheaverageprobabilitiesgeneratedby failingtakeoverattemptsaresignificantlylowerthanthosegenerated by successfulones.
Beforeconcluding,two final pointsmeritsome attention.First, it may be of some interestto consider
how accuratelythe estimatedvaluesof PFforecastthe
actualpost-failureprices.To do this, foreachof the 35
failedmergerscomputethe cross-sectionalaverageratio of the actualpriceof thetargetfirmj weeksafterthe
terminationdate (PN+j)and the pricej weeks priorto
the announcement date (PA_j).That is, for each of the
failed takeovers, calculate (PN+j) - (PA-j) and com-

putethe averagefor all for proxyweeksj. The resulting meanratiosfor j = 1,2,3,4 are 1.04, 1.09, 1.10,
and 1.11, respectively,none of which is significantly
differentfromone at the 0.05 level.9Thus, it appears
9Therespectivecross-sectionalstandarddeviationsfor the fourcases are
0.28, 0.35, 0.35 and0.46 witht-statisticsof 0.85, 1.60, 1.67 and 1.49.
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Exhibit 4. Average Probabilities of Failed (Competing and Non-Competing)
Merger Proposals, PF = Four Weeks Prior to Announcement
WeeksPriorto Resolution
Failed (Competing):
Average
Std. Deviation
Sample Size
t-statistic
Failed (Non-Competing):
Average
Std. Deviation
Sample Size
t-statistic

0

1

2

3

4

0.887
0.112
18
33.60

0.951
0.096
17
40.79

0.904
0.286
12
10.94

0.819
0.337
8
6.87

0.641
0.447
6
3.51

0.209
0.284
35
4.35

0.413
0.303
34
7.95

0.421
0.323
33
7.49

0.454
0.311
29
7.86

0.489
0.310
26
8.04

All averageprobabilities
aresignificantat the 0.05 level.

that all of the estimated "failure" prices used are reasonable forecasts of the actual values.
The second point worth considering is how the market evaluates tender offers which will eventually be
outbid. For the competing tender offers examined, the
average time between the initial and second registered
offers was 2.39 weeks. Since the mean length from the
first offer to the eventual acquisition was about two
and half months, it is apparent that competitors for a
target firm formally reveal themselves relatively early
in the bidding process. The more important issue,
however, is how the price of the target firm reacts
during the time between when a proposal is initiated
and when it is rejected. Specifically, are the probabilities set by the market similar for all unsuccessful offers, regardless of whether they failed for competitive
or non-competitive reasons? To consider this question
more carefully, Exhibit 4 lists the average probabilities
for both of the relevant subsamples in the four weeks
prior to the respective failure dates. For the competitive grouping, these four weeks correspond to the time
immediately prior to the registration of the eventually
successful bid while the non-competitive probabilities
are replicated from Exhibit 1. Not surprisingly, the
results indicate that the probabilities are substantially
higher in the competitive subsample. Since the only
apparentdifference between the two groups is the presence or absence of alternative bidders, these findings
undoubtedly reflect the market's ability to anticipate
larger (or more attractive) subsequent offers. Interestingly, the results of Exhibit 4 may actually understate
this disparity due to the fact that Equation (3) restricts
the probability measure to equal one whenever the
current market price of the target firm exceeds the
existing tender offer. For the competitive sample,

however, the price of the target firm in the week before
the successful bid is issued was already an average of
0.4% higher than the level of the initial offer. Thus,
even when a particularmerger proposal fails to achieve
the desired result, participants in the risk arbitrage
marketare able to accurately evaluate the natureof the
failure and arrive at the correct conclusion about the
ultimate fate of the target firm.
By way of summarizing the results of this section, it
should be recalled that the question to be addressed
was whether or not the prices set in the post-announcement stage of a corporate takeover reflect enough information to differentiate between eventual outcomes.
According to findings contained in Exhibit 3, the answer to this question is clearly yes. As indicated by
both the competitive and non-competitive subsamples,
successful and unsuccessful takeover attempts do imply significantly different estimated probabilities.
VI. Conclusion
Speculating in merger and acquisition arbitrage,
once the domain of a few well connected insiders, has
recently become an increasingly competitive endeavor. The purpose of this paper has been to demonstrate
that an importantimplication of this speculative activity is that the market prices of the firms involved in a
takeover attempt will necessarily reflect the attitudes
of the investing public. In particular,it was arguedthat
through the actions of the arbitrageurit is possible to
use the post-announcement price of the target firm to
infer the probability that an acquisition will ultimately
take place. To demonstrate this point, it has been
shown that successful and unsuccessful merger proposals do in fact imply significantly different probabilities well in advance of the eventual outcome. Further,
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it was indicatedthat this predictionprocess is robust
withrespectto the only piece of informationthatis not
directlyobservable;thatis, the post-failurepriceof the
targetfirm. Thus, it was concludedthatthe arbitrage
marketdoes effectively differentiatebetweenthe two
types of corporatetakeoverattempts.
The directsuggestionof the resultsin this studyis
thateven thoughthe risk associatedwith the arbitrage
processis largelyunsystematic,the marketcan nonethelessbe useful in helpingto assess the resolutionof
an uncertainacquisition.It shouldbe quitereassuring
to both the privateinvestorand managementof the
mergingfirmsthatthe pricesset in the post-announcementperiodreflectprevailingattitudesand thatthese
attitudesarediscriminating
predictorsof futureevents.
Whileprofessionalarbitrageurs
maystill be "artists"at
forming subjectivemerger probabilities,their work
be likenedto thatof the fundamenmay appropriately
tal analystin an efficient stock market.At the very
least, it now appearsthatthe aggregateproductof the
risk arbitragecommunityis less mysteriousthan the
methoditself.
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